
Befriend 
your 

marketing 
monsters



What stops you from 
marketing your business?



Crushing fear is foolish
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Focus on quality

Quadrant 1: 
mental distraction

Quadrant 2: 
emotional distraction

Quadrant 3: 
Knowledge distraction

Quadrant 4: 
Systems distraction

Marketing Blechs

Drowning in Options New Tech

Reputation Protectors



conferencesQuadrant 1:  Mental Distraction
Busy Bee

I am super busy delivering client services and deprioritize
marketing constantly

Drowning in
Options

I am overwhelmed that there are too many marketing things to
do and I don’t know where to start

Squirrel Chaser I am enthusiastic about marketing, but I get distracted all the
time and have trouble following through on anything

Inconsistent Habit I know what to do, and sometimes I do it, and sometimes I
don’t

Are You My Client I don’t have a clear idea about who my ideal clients are, so I
get confused knowing what to say or do



Cure for mental distraction

Stop, drop and organize



conferencesQuadrant 2:  emotional distraction
Marketing Blech I have a negative reaction to thinking about

marketing and I avoid it as much as possible

Conscious
Incompetent

I have time to market, but I have
no idea what to do or how to do it

The Universe
Provides

Business shows up consistently by
referral so I have never really had to “market.”

The Guilt Ridden I know I should market, but I never do,
and I feel bad about it

The Exuberant
Builder

I am so excited about marketing and this is going to be a blast!



Cure for emotional distraction

Fix your thinking



conferencesQuadrant 3:  knowledge distraction
Unenergized
Introverts

I am confident in my abilities but I am not energized by
connecting with lots of new people so I deprioritize marketing

Reputation
Protectors

I don’t want to lose my humanity or tarnish my brand by using
smarmy marketing tactics

Start Right I am new at this marketing stuff and want to get it right the
first time

Imposter
Syndrome

I do not feel totally confident in my abilities and therefore
marketing scares me (who will find out I am an imposter?)

Growth Minded I love to continually learn about topics that help me be a better
person and business owner



Cure for knowledge distraction

Practice beginner mind



conferencesQuadrant 4:  systems distraction
Delegator

I have someone who can do marketing for me – I just want to
give them really good direction

New Tech I have experience in traditional marketing, but this new world
of digital marketing feels unfamiliar

Built it and
No One Came

I trusted that my brilliant product or service design would sell
itself and that is not what happened

Shiny Object
Syndrome

I second-guess my marketing choices as soon as I see
something that appears newer, brighter or cooler

Framework Fanatic I don’t understand the process of marketing and how the
pieces fit together, and I need to know this before I take action



Cure for systems distraction

Get a thought partner



In case you need more help,

Tiny marketing Actions
The 8 Week experience

Closes today (May 4) 

at 9pm Pacific/midnight eastern

https://pamelaslim.com/TMA


